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Project Overview
The Navajo Nation has over 350,000 enrolled members and is the largest Native American reservation in the
United States, with an area of approximately 17.5 million acres. The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority (NTUA) was established
in 1959 and provides electrical, water, and natural gas services to residents of the Navajo Nation. However, many
residents still do not have electricity due to the rural nature of the reservation and the expense of installing electrical
infrastructure to these homes. There currently are over 18,000 residents on the reservation without electricity. In
order to bring power to residents in areas where there is currently no electrical infrastructure, NTUA established the OffGrid Solar Program in the 1990’s. The program has successfully installed turn-key solar photovoltaic and battery storage
systems at qualifying residences. Approximately 200 flooded lead acid battery systems are deployed as part of the Off-Grid
Solar Program. These batteries have required maintenance intervals of 3 months. In an effort to decrease operational and
maintenance costs, NTUA, Urban Electric Power, Inc., DOE Office of Electricity’s Energy Storage Program, and Sandia
National Laboratories are collaborating to install and assess a new battery technology, the Zinc-Manganese Oxide
(Zn/MnO2) battery. Once installed, the performance of these batteries will be compared to the flooded lead acid batteries
to determine whether they are a viable alternative.

Project Location

Objectives
• Perform lab scale testing of Zinc-Manganese Oxide batteries to
predict cycling performance in the field using IEC 61427-1 protocol to
simulate batteries connected to solar panels.
• Integrate Zinc-Manganese Oxide battery system with OutBack Power,
Inc. Off-grid inverter and install integrated system at an NTUA Off-grid
residence
• Monitor key performance data to evaluate and compare
performance of Zinc-Manganese Oxide to traditional flooded lead acid
batteries
• Compare and validate performance of field deployed Zn/Mn02
battery system to lab scale test results

Summary
Battery cell design was upgraded by UEP
and delivered to Sandia in Q3 of FY21. The
updated design includes increased energy
capacity, a different form factor, and enhanced
cell construction. Lab scale cell testing is
currently underway at Sandia to baseline
cycling performance of the cells. The
integration of the OutBack Off-Grid inverter
with the new battery cells is also under way.
The demonstration system is scheduled for
installation in Q1 of FY22.
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